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Introduction & Motivation
• The SDGs propose a pressing issue related poverty measurement policy.: In stating that we need “ to end poverty in all its forms
everywhere”.
• implicitly mandate for both monetary and non-monetary poverty to inform policy.
• Monetary and multidimensional poverty methods coexist but with real differences in approach, data and methods
• Recent Development of ‘combined indices’ at global and regional (LAC) level, (some national approaches already do this)

• Two measures dominate global discussions
• World Bank’s monetary poverty ($ppp) ‘ extreme poverty’ @ $1.90 pp per day, (higher lines for LMICs & UMICs and societal poverty lines
developed)
• UNDP-OPHI global Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI) since 2010 revised 2018. Focuses on health, education and living standards.

• Three Questions of Interest
• What is the relationship between monetary ($ppp) and MPI welfare distributions?
• How is the poverty relationship reflected by the poverty thresholds?
• How do these relationships alter the construction and interpretation of combined indices?

Introduction & Motivation

• We revist the relationship between these monetary and non-monetary notions of poverty at the two basic stages of poverty measruement
(Sen, 1976):
• the aggregation stage, to assess the extent to which they coincide in stating the amount of poverty at the country level, and
• the identification stage, to assess if individuals are consistently identified as poor by both approaches of poverty.
• Even if both approaches coincide at the aggregate stage, they could still diverge to a great extent in terms of who is
identified as poor.

Literature tends to focus on
• Fundamentals of method to create the welfare
measures
• Comparison of poor populations and the
‘differences’ defined by binary ‘poor/not-poor’
status
• Need to empirically consider:
• Relationship of two welfare distributions
• The relationships of the ‘thresholds’ on
interpretations of ‘difference’
• How these relationships affect combined
index

3 Analyses
• Cross-national analysis of poverty headcounts using different thresholds and rankings
• 90 countries and data from the World Bank PovCalNet and OPHI’s 2018 global MPI databases.

• Individual level analysis using 6 national surveys chosen from the 90 to reflect levels
and volatility of poverty: from Ethiopia, Bolivia, Ecuador, Uganda, Brazil and Ghana
• Of relationship between separate MPI and $ppp welfare distributions
• Of how that relationship is seen at the $ppp poverty thresholds

• Individual level analysis on combined index – Ethiopia and Equador -reflecting the
issues identified.

1.1 International Analysis
• Data: selective sample of aggregate poverty headcounts from 90 countries (observed in Both World Bank PovCalNet and OPHI’s 2018
global MPI databases with data <10 years difference). (27 LICs, 39 LMICs & 24 UMICs)

• Poverty headcounts using multiple thresholds ($1.90. $3.20 and $5.50; 0.5, 0.33 and 0.2)
• Headline Finding: both approaches are related. The ranking correlation coefficient is around 0.6 and significant for all
combinations of the relevant povery lines/poverty cutoffs.

However, these mean, overall relationships mask important heterogeneity in country subgroups.
• Does not hold for tercile (30) coutnries with highest $1.90 poverty rates

1:2 International Analysis (cont.)

• Only holds for middle tercile of countries ranked by GNI per capita.
• If country subgroups are defined by MPI 0.33 headcounts , the overall association is statistically weaker
• In neither case, the rank correlation of poverty headcounts by $1.90 and MPI(k=1/3) are significant among the poorest tercile of
countries.  Important international policy implications

1.4 Selecting Countries for Individual Level analysis
case studies to cover the whole range across both approaches to
poverty
• average rank of each country by 3 + 3 poverty lines
• volatility around this average rank, as measured by the
Euclidian distance.

We choose six countries based on criteria:
1. Data availability. Replicate global MPI alongside $ poverty
2. Coverage across the average level of poverty, rank and volatility.
Not ‘representative’ but an array of 6 poverty contexts: Brazil, Ecuador, Bolivia, Ghana, Uganda & Ethiopia

2:1 Gradients & Dispersion
On average, people facing a low
number of deprivations tend to have
higher levels of monetary welfare
(decreasing lines).
However, the dispersion of
monetary welfare among people
with a very low number of
deprivations is staggering. This is
particularly true in the least-poor
countries (Brazil and Ecuador)
Among people who do not face any
non-monetary deprivation, one can
find some that have the lowest and
the highest levels of monetary
welfare

2:2 Quintile Regression
The findings:
• monetary hardships tend to
be more concentrated among
the population suffering the
highest number of
simultaneous deprivations,
• particularly true in the leastpoor countries is
corroborated in a modelapproach

2:3 Joint Distribution: Heatmaps of Matching Poverty
Naturally, the proportion of
people who are poor by both
approaches tends to be higher
in contexts of high poverty
(Uganda and Ethiopia)
Ceteris paribus, a change in
the monetary poverty line (in
the vertical sense) around the
duo {$1.90, k=1/3} seems to
generate important changes,
particularly in contexts of high
poverty (Ghana, Uganda,
Ethiopia)

3.1 Combined 4D MPI index
We computed a 4-dimensional MPI (Income, Education, Health, Living Standards), with equal relative
importance (25% each).
If the multidimensional poverty cutoff is set to 25%, one area of mismatch disappears! Every person
who was poor by one approach in isolation, is poor by the this 4DMPI.

But a trade-off in Sensitivity: Hardly any room for changes in this cutoff. Another multidimensional
poverty cutoff (greater than 4.17%, which is the step at which the new deprivation score changes), reintroduces mistmaches and distortions.
Ethiopia
Ecuador
$0.50 variation from
On the contrary, the monetary poverty line can change. What happens if it does?
$1.90 -> poverty range
81% to 89% in
Ethiopia.
$0.50 variation $3.20
-> poverty rango
13.5% to 18.5% in
Ecuador.

3.2 Poverty Sets & Sensitivity in Combined 4DMPI
Changing the poverty line not only modifies the aggregate level of poverty, but it changes the nonmonetary profiles of people who are moved into or out of poverty due to this change.
e.g: lower $ poverty line from $1.90
to $1.65 will lift people out of
multidimensional poverty. Because
of the correlation, on average,
this decisions ends up
significantly altering every
element of the non-monetary
deprivation profile of the new set
of poor people.
Policy for non-monetary
deprivations may have to
readjusted because of a change in
the monetary poverty line.
Influence on effective policy making
in reducing poverty in all its
forms…?

Conclusions
• Overall correlation of international $ppp and MPI poverty thresholds
when ranked by $ppp.
• But correlation stronger in ‘middle’ group of countries
• Correlation weaker in poorer group and using other rakings (MPI especially)

• Gradient and correlation of MPI and $ ppp welfare distributions at
national levels in 6 countries of differing rank and volatility of.
• MPI goes down as $ppp rises
• But density around the thresholds – sensitivity of $ threshold in particular.

• Combined 4DMPI – to include $ppp as 4th Dimension
• ‘solves’ mismatch of poor population
• Promotes sensitivity to mismatched Multiple Deprivation above the $threshold.

